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A memory device that can be switched between the normal state and superconducting state by an
external magnetic field is proposed. The device consists of a superconducting/double magnetic
(SM1M2) trilayer and is switched in a manner analogous to giant magnetoresistive memory
devices. Using Usadel equations it is shown that the superconducting transition temperature of the
device changes when the magnetic configurations of magnetizations of the two lower layers are
switched between parallel and antiparallel. Appropriate design parameters are discussed and the
materials issues analyzed. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~97!00238-6#
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Josephson junction logic circuits are well known f
their high speed and extremely low power consumption.
Josephson junction memory circuits based on fluxoid qu
tization have not been so successful. Only relatively sm
memories have been fabricated.1 Therefore, alternative
memory concepts are of interest, particularly those with
potential to be fabricated in large sizes.

In this letter, we propose a superconducting memory
vice based on the superconducting/magnetic metal (SM)
proximity effect. The structure of the device, shown in F
1, is similar to that of giant magnetoresistance~GMR!
memory devices and is switched in the same way as well2 It
consists of a superconducting/double magnetic trila
(SM1M2) structure in which the magnetization of theM1

layer can be switched relative to theM2 layer by the appli-
cation of a small magnetic field. The physics of the device
completely different from GMR devices however. It is bas
on the oscillatory decay of the pair wave function predic
to occur in theM layer of aSM bilayer due to the influence
of exchange interaction on the Cooper pairs.3 Reversal of the
magnetization inM1 changes details of the decaying oscill
tions in the combined magnetic layers and thereby chan
the transition temperature of the superconducting la
through the action of the proximity effect. Hence if the o
erating temperature is chosen appropriately, switching fr
the normal to the superconducting state can be achieved

Thought of as a magnetoresistive switching element,
SM1M2 proximity device has 100% magnetoresistance~nor-
mal to superconducting transition! and lends itself to
memory architectures similar to other magnetoresis
memories.

The theoretical operation of this device can be descri
using the Usadel equations with the inclusion of the
change interaction. In our treatment, we include the imp
tant effects of spin-orbit scattering on the magnetic prox
ity effect recently clarified by Demler, Arnold, and Beasley4

We assume the dirty limit both for simplicity and because
is the likely situation in practice. Following Ref. 4, we tak

a!Electronic mail: beasley@ee.stanford.edu
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2
Ds

d2

dx2
f 6

s ~v,x!2\uvu f 6
s 1D50 ,

~1!

D~x!5
l

2(v @ f 1
s ~v,x!1 f 2

s ~v,x!# ,

where f 1
s , f 2

s are the anomalous Green functions for t
spin up and the spin down states,Ds is the diffusion coeffi-
cient, andD is the superconducting order parameter in t
superconducting layer, and

\

2
Dm

d2

dx2
f 6

m~v,x!7sgn~v!ih f 6
m5

1

tso
~ f 6

m2 f 7
m! , ~2!

where f 6
m are the anomalous Green functions,Dm is the dif-

fusion constant,h is the exchange energy, andtso is the
spin-orbit relaxation time in the ferromagnetic layers.l is
the superconducting coupling constant,l0 , timespkBT. We
assumel is zero in the magnetic layers. At the two boun
aries,x50 andx5d ~see Fig. 1!, f and s(d/dx) f must be

FIG. 1. Structure of the superconducting/double magnetic trila
(SM1M 2). ~a! Parallel and~b! antiparallel configurations of the magnetiza
tion of M 1 and M2 layers. In the calculations, we assume the thickness
M2 layer to be semi-infinite and only the thickness,d, of the M 1 layer is
varied.
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continuous, wheres is the normal state conductivity of th
appropriate layer. Note that in Eqs.~1! and~2! we neglect the
conventional normal metal proximity effect in theM layers.
If we introduce the more convenient functions,

F15 f 11 f 2 , F25 f 12 f 2 , ~3!

Eqs.~1! and ~2! become

\

2
Ds

d2

dx2
F1

s ~v,x!2\uvuF1
s 12D50 ,

\

2
Ds

d2

dx2
F2

s ~v,x!2\uvuF2
s 50 ,

\

2
Dm

d2

dx2
F1

m~v,x!2sgn~v!ihF2
m50 , ~4!

\

2
Dm

d2

dx2
F2

m~v,x!2sgn~v!ihF1
m5

2

tso
F2

m ,

D~x!5
l

2(v F1
s .

Assuming M2 is effectively semi-infinite, we have
limx→`F

6

m2(x)50. We now look for a solution of the form

F
2

m15A1e2kmx1A2e2km* x1A3ekmx1A4ekm* x ,

F
1

m152aA1e2kmx1a* A2e2km* x2aA3ekmx

1a* A4ekm* x , ~5!

F
2

m25C1e2kmx1C2e2km* x ,

F
1

m25aC1e2kmx2a* C2e2km* x ,
e
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F2
s 5C coshks~x1a! , ~6!

F1
s 5D~x! f ~v!,

D~x!5U cosb~x1a!, f ~v!5
4

\~2uvu1Dsb
2!

, ~7!

for magnetic layersM1 , M2 and for the superconductin
layer, respectively.C1, C2, A1, A2, A3, A4, and C, U are
numerical coefficients and

ks5A2uvu
Ds

, km5
1

A\Dm
SAh1

1

tso
1 iAh2

1

tso
D ,

a5
sgn~v!ih

\

2
Dmkm

2

.

The assumed factorized form ofF1
s (x,v) in Eq. ~6! also

requires thatb be independent ofv. The conditions for the
validity of this condition are discussed below.

Taking for simplicitysm1
5sm2

5sm , application of the
boundary condition atx5d yields the following relations:
ss

sm
ks tanh~ksa! 5

@km~11R!1km* S* #X1@km* ~11R* !1kmS#

~12R2S* !X1~12R* 2S!
,

~8!

2
ss

sm
b tan~ba! 5

2@akm~11R!2a* km* S* #X1@a* km* ~11R* !2akmS#

2@a~12R!1a* S* #X1@a* ~12R* !1aS#
,

nd
s

where we defineR, S as R5(km* 1km) /(km* 2km)e2kmd, S

52@(a* 2a)km* /(km* 2km)a# e(km1km* )d for convenience,
and whereX5 A3 /A4 can be eliminated after combining th
above two equations. Then we can expressb in terms of the
given parameters,a, d, h, Dm , Ds , ss , sm , andtso . We
also define the coherence lengths

jm5A4\Dm

h
, js5A \Ds

2pkBTco
.

Detailed examination of the theory shows that Eq.~6! is only
valid in the limits,e5 (ss /sm) (jm /js)@1, or e!1. Note
that sinces5eN(0)D, e may also be written as
e52
Ns~0!

Nm~0!
ADs

Dm
A2pkTco

h
.

Thus our calculations are similar to those of Buzdin a
Kupriyanov3 and are meaningful only in the limiting case
indicated. For general values ofe a numerical solution is
required.5 The dimensionless quantitybjs can be expressed
neatly in terms of the dimensionless quantities,e, d/jm ,
a/js , htso . Combined with 15pkTcolo(v (1/\uvu) and
Eq. ~9!, Eq. ~4! gives

ln t5CS 1

2D2CS 1

2
1

b2js
2

2t D , ~9!
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. B

n,
wheret5 Tc /Tco , Tco is the critical temperature of the bul
material andC is the digamma function.

The effect of exchange field on the spatial dependenc
the pair wave functionF(x) is shown in Fig. 2, fore510
and 1/htso50. Curves~a! and ~b! are for parallel and anti-
parallel configurations ofM1 andM2, respectively. From the
previous expression of the wave vectorkm , the increase of
the wave length of oscillation in the curve~b! implies a de-
crease of the effective exchange energy,h, which can be
easily understood. In the antiparallel configuration the diff
ent signs of exchange energies in theM1 and M2 layers
make its average value small. This feature can be interpr
as a reduction of the pair breaking effect.

Figure 3 shows a plot oft vs d/jm at a fixeda/js50.7
for various spin-orbit scattering rates 1/htso . As expected,
spin-orbit scattering reduces the oscillatory part pair bre
ing effect, hence increasingTc(min) and reducing the pea
in Tc vs d/jm . Spin-orbit scattering, in effect, mixes th
spin-up and spin-down states of the individual electrons i
Cooper pair, thereby negating any effect of the excha
field. A similar effect is well known in the case of Pau
limiting in the upper critical field of a superconductor.6

Practical application favors largee. From a materials
point of view this implies the need for a relatively clea
superconductor and a dirty magnetic metal, consistent w
small spin-orbit scattering. This in turn implies the need
magnetic metals incorporating only elements with sm
atomic numbers. The requirement for largee also favors
magnetic metals with low exchange energies. Low excha
energies have the additional advantage thatjm increases,
which means thicker films can be used and this is consis
with requirement thatd/jm50.4.

As previously noted, the physical basis of this device
closely related to that associated withTc oscillations inSM

FIG. 2. Normalized pair wave functions,F(x)5(v@ f 2(v,x)1 f 1(v,x)#,
as functions of the normalized spatial coordinatex/js,m . Curves~a! and~b!
are for cases~a! and~b! in Fig. 1 where the thickness of theS layer, a, isjs ,

and the thickness of theM1 layer, d, is
1
2jm .
2378 Appl. Phys. Lett., Vol. 71, No. 16, 20 October 1997
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bilayers.5 Attempts to experimentally observe this effect u
ing elemental magnetic materials@Fe,7 Ni,8 and Gd~Ref. 9!#
are controversial and inconclusive, despite favorable e
mates ofe ~5.1 for V/FeSM bilayers and 3.7 for Gd/Nd!. On
the other hand, the theory appears to be on a firm basis.
speculate that the problem may be the need for magn
materials with largerjm for purely practical reasons.jm of
Fe is less than 6 Å,7 and Ni films thinner than 8 Å are
nonmagnetic.8 Also, Gd may suffer from large spin-orbi
scattering. The outlook may be brighter with magnetic allo
or compounds with low exchange fields~small Curie tem-
peratures! formed from small Z elements.
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